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Pinoy henyo words for family

Edit Comments Share Pamilyang Pinoy Henyo 2012-2013 is an edition of the Pinoy Henyo segment that premiered on June 25, 2012 and lasted until January 19, 2013. This is the second edition of the Pamilyang Pinoy Henyo series. Thousands of families will face each other in the daily qualifying round of the
competition. They then go through a series of elimination rounds before being narrowed down in the semi-finals. The contestants are further narrowed down to four pairs, which eventually competed in the grand final of the competition. The daily round of this edition follows the usual format and rules of the original Pinoy
Henyo. The pair who correctly guess the word with the fastest time will advance to the jackpot round. In the jackpot round, the winning pair must take turns guessing three of the ten words delivered in less than three minutes. In the semi-final round and the final elimination round, couples receive a set of ten words from
any category. Players can guess as many words as they can in three minutes. Couples may choose to move on, but they can't return to those missed words. Which same pair guesses the most words with the fastest time wins the game. The grand finals of the competition are the same as in previous qualifying rounds
with a slight modification. This is the first time the game has introduced a points system in the grand final. Players can guess as many words as possible from a given ten words that came from any category. However, each word is worth a certain point from 1 to 3 points. The more difficult the word, the higher the point is
worth. Wins the match of the pair with the most points. In the event of a draw in the number of points, the time when the first word is guessed will be the determining factor for the winner. Which day, which pair guesses the first word, the quicker word ultimately wins the game.    The family clans that competed in the grand
final were Despabiladerases, Santiagos, Hinayons and Ventureros. Siblings Trix Despabiladeras and Harvey Despabiladeras of Quezon City were the winners after guessing nine words in 2 minutes 24 seconds. They received a trophy, a new Chevrolet Spark ₱ 300,000 in cash. The Despabiladeras family is called the
Pamilyang Perfect 10 for guessing all ten words in most of their games during the semifinals and recent qualifying rounds. In the grand final, he almost got a perfect ten once again, but the referees refused to count the point when he guessed the word Dumaguete City instead of just Dumaguete. Immediately after
Dumaguete City was guessed, the players' LED headgear displayed the third word and the game continues, but the TELEVISION broadcast remained with Dumaguete. At the beginning of the fourth word, the television broadcast showed the result of the second word as Pass, and continued the right words the player
guesses. At the end of the round, the players were shocked by the result of the second word because they did not call the Pass. The judges were also amazed and did not hear Pass, so they mistakenly announced that it was correct, but Vic Sotto explained that what is exactly written on the screen must be guessed and
confirmed the wrong answer. Nevertheless, the confusion did not affect the final result. Results[edit | edit source] Color key: ✔️ Player correctly guessed the word for one point. Hover over the icon to reveal the word. 2 The player correctly guessed the word on two points. Hover over the icon to reveal the word. 3 The
player correctly guessed the word on three points. Hover over the icon to reveal the word. ️ Player told PASS to skip the word. Hover over the icon to reveal the word.  time ran out while trying to guess the word. Hover over the icon to reveal the word. Trivia[edit | edit source] The grand finale of Pamilyang Pinoy
Henyo 2012-2013 was repeated in full on Friday, April 17, 2020. Due to the COVID-19 pandemic that led to the suspension of all concerts, Eat Bulaga! he decided to replay the videos back some of his most iconic segments and other special presentations back in the past. Community content is available through CC-BY-
SA, unless otherwise noted. See source Comments Share 2004 January 2006-December 2006May 2009-May 201820 Pinoy Henyo is one of the most popular and most iconic segments of Eat Bulaga games!. Originally created to play exclusively by the show's hosts at noon, Pinoy Henyo has since expanded to reach
people of all backgrounds, ages, genders, socioeconomic status, religions and more. With various editions throughout its run, the game has become really defining Tatak Eat Bulaga! Segment. Eat Bulaga! host Joey de Leon named the segment as pambansang laro ng bayan due to its extraordinary popularity as a
Filipino salon game. Pinoy Henyo's review has a similar concept as the traditional Twenty Questions salon game, but instead of limiting the number of questions, the game has a time limit. In most editions, there are usually three pairs each day that play in the daily elimination round. The word is placed on the forehead of
the guesser. The aim of the game is to guess the word correctly in less than two minutes. Word guessing must ask a series of deductation questions that become more detailed over time, while another player only needs to answer Oo (yes), Hindi (no), or Pwede (perhaps/possibly). Other answers will incur a three-second
penalty. The pair with the fastest time heads to the jackpot round. There are two variations of the jackpot round. In the original format, one player is assigned to guess while the other player is to clue-giver. Unlike the elimination round, guessing must guess the guess category this time instead of a word. Meanwhile, the
other player must provide words that are examples or are related to that particular category. For example, if players receive a special category of Mga Sinasawsaw sa Ketchup to guess, a clue-giver can give words such as chips, hotdog and chicken nuggets as clues. Players must guess three of the four predicted
categories in less than two minutes. Guessing the jackpot round will award the pair additional cash prizes in addition to their current winnings. The original jackpot round format was used from May 2009 to March 2010. In the reformed jackpot round, the winning pair must guess the words this time instead of the category.
Players receive ten words. After the elimination round, the pair will play again, taking turns this time correctly guessing three out of ten words in less than three minutes. Players can choose to move if they have difficulty with the word. For each guess of the word, an additional cash prize is added to their current winnings. 
The reformed jackpot round was more favoured than the original version and became a model for pinoy henyo jackpot rounds after March 2010. In extra time, Pinoy Henyo also adjusted the single-elimination tournament format to introduce more competition to the game. In general, every day the winners advance to the
semi-finals to compete against each other. The semi-finalists advance to elimination until only a few pairs remain to compete in the grand final, which will ultimately determine Ultimate Pinoy Henyo's champions. Editions Throughout the duration, Pinoy Henyo has evolved into many different themes and releases to meet
the needs of individual groups of people, often modifying the segment title to indicate the participants of the edition. His gameplay also experienced slight changes over time, depending on the capabilities and intellect of the players. 2006 Classic Pinoy Henyo (January 2006- December 2006) is played exclusively by Eat
Bulaga! Hosts. Players are randomly joined together by selecting the host names from a fishbowl-like container. Another name Eat Bulaga! The host is randomly selected to sit on the collapsing seat of the dunk tank. One player must try to guess the word placed on his forehead by asking a series of deduce questions,
while the other player must confirm or negotiate the questions to bring the guesser to the word. Each pair has two minutes. If the couple correctly guesses the word on time, the seat of the dunk tank collapses, dunking Eat Bulaga! into the water. If the couple does not guess the word within two minutes, the person in the
dunk tank is safe. 2009 The revival of Pinoy Henyo (May 2009 - September 2009, November 2009 - January 2010) was opened to people of all ages, races, gender identity and socio-economic status who wanted to try the word guessing game. Each day, three couples compete against each other to guess the word in
less than two minutes. For every couple, Eat Bulaga! a host who has a specific cash prize is allocated to the interior of a small chamber. If the couple correctly guesses their word within two minutes, they will receive a cash prize held by Eat Bulaga! Host. If the couple does not guess the word, an unpleasantly sticky or
messy liquid substance is poured all over Eat Bulaga! host and will not receive any cash prize. The pair will advance to the jackpot round with the fastest time. In the jackpot round, one player is assigned to guess, while the other player is assigned to a clue-giver. Unlike the qualifying round, guesswork must guess three
of the four specific categories this time instead of the word. Meanwhile, the other player must provide words that are examples or are related to a specific category. For example, if players receive a specific category of Mga Gamit ng Barbero to guess, the donor tips can as tips give words such as suklay, gunting, kapa
and hair clipper. The players have two minutes. Guessing the jackpot round will give the pair extra cash prizes. From time to time celebrities and other celebrities have been invited to take on the Pinoy Henyo challenge, which are usually special editions held on Saturdays. Pinoy Henyo: Pop Cola Edition (September 7,
2009 – November 7, 2009) is a follow-up to the previous Pinoy Henyo, which was sponsored by Filipino soft drinks brand Pop Cola. To join the game, novice participants must bring three Pop Cola tansans or one Pop Cola bottle cap for in-game auditions. There is also a chance for homeviewers to become home
partners and win cash prizes during live streaming of the segment. The basic sponsored edition game is essentially based on the same concept and principles as the previous original edition. Couples compete with each other to guess the word in less than two minutes. For every couple, Eat Bulaga! the host who holds a
specific cash prize is allocated to the inside of the chamber. If the couple correctly guesses their word within two minutes, they will receive a cash prize held by Eat Bulaga! Host. If the steam doesn't guess the word, a sticky liquid substance is poured all over Eat Bulaga! the host from above the chamber, and the steam
leaves empty-handed. Pair with the fastest timeadvances for the jackpot round. In the jackpot round, one player is assigned to guess, while the other player is assigned to a clue-giver. The guesser must guess three of the four specific categories based on the examples given by the donor. players are given two minutes.



The pair receives an additional cash prize for each guessed category. Pinoy Henyo: Pop Cola Edition is the first edition to be played. Three pairs with the fastest time in the entire edition are invited back to take on pinoy henyo's challenge for the last time. Cebuan's friends Roselyn and Jocille were hailed as the big winner
after guessing their word as soon as possible, receiving more than $100,000 ₱ in cash. The grand final took place on November 7, 2009. 2010 Pinoy Henyo: Pop Cola Edition - Isa Pa! (February 1, 2010 – March 27, 2010) is the second edition of Pinoy Henyo, sponsored by the Pop Cola soft drinks brand. Subtitled Isa
Pa! is added because the third member must accompany a pair of players in the game by entering pinoy henyo chamber with Eat Bulaga! Host. If the third member's friends do not guess the word in less than two minutes during the daily rounds, it will be flooded with sloppy liquid substance, and the group will not receive
any cash prize. The basic game of sponsored edition basically follows the same concept as previous editions with a slight accent. This time, each pair receives 20,000 ₱ the start of the game. However, this initial cash prize decreases by 2,000 ₱ every 15 seconds after the word guessing game starts. For example, if a
couple guesses their word in 33 seconds, their entire group will receive only $16,000 ₱ from their initial cash prize. Their third member will be saved from pinoy henyo chamber and will receive an additional cash prize that Eat Bulaga! Host. If they are not able to guess the word, the group leaves empty-handed. The pair
will advance to the jackpot round with the fastest time. In the jackpot round, one player is assigned to guess, while the other player is assigned to a clue-giver. The guesser must guess three of the four specific categories based on the examples given by the donor. The players have two minutes. The pair receives an
additional cash prize for each guessed category. Pinoy Henyo: Pop Cola Edition is the second edition to be included in the big game. Three pairs with the fastest time in the entire edition are invited back to take on pinoy henyo's challenge for the last time. Gina Fernando, Vernie Torrero and Mhatet Dacallos were hailed
as big winners after they guessed their word as soon as possible, receiving more than $100,₱ in cash. The grand final took place on March 27, 2010. The original Pinoy Henyo (March 2010-May 2011) returned once again after the end of Pinoy Henyo: Pop Cola Edition - Isa Pa!. The original title card is retained and the
basic game and segment rules remain the same. However, the jackpot round in the segment has been radically changed. In the daily round, three pairs compete against each other word in less than two minutes. For every couple, Eat Bulaga! the host who holds a specific cash prize is allocated to the inside of the
chamber. If the couple correctly guesses their word within two minutes, they will receive a cash prize held by Eat Bulaga! Host. If the couple does not guess the word, the couple leaves it empty-handed. The pair will advance to the jackpot round with the fastest time. In the reformed jackpot round, the winning pair must
guess the words this time instead of the category, as in previous editions. Players receive ten words. The pair will play again, this time for a change, to correctly guess three out of ten words in less than three minutes. Players can choose to move if they have difficulty guessing the word. For each guess of the word, an
additional cash prize is added to their current winnings. The maximum win in a jackpot round is $50,000 ₱. A formatted jackpot round of this edition would become a model for the jackpot rounds of future Pinoy Henyo editions. The 2011 Pinoy Henyo: Intercollegiate Edition (May 16, 2011 – June 18, 2011) is the first
edition of the Pinoy Henyo tournament, in which only one pair has been declared a big winner. However, the basic game follows the same rules and gameplay of the original Pinoy Henyo. Students from various universities and colleges in the Philippines face off in a series of elimination rounds to be narrowed to six pairs
in the grand final. The grand final of the competition is in the same format as the jackpot game in a typical daily round. Each pair receives ten different words of a specific category. One couple can get Hayop, while the other couple can get Pagkain. Each pair must take turns correctly guessing three words as soon as
possible in less than three minutes. The pair with the fastest time and the most guessed words wins the game. Dennis Racelis and Dhang Lucelo of Rizal University of Technology were hailed as the big winners of the competition. This 2011 edition is the first season of Pinoy Henyo's Intercollegiate Edition series.
Pamilyang Pinoy Henyo (June 20, 2011-November 12, 2011) offers thousands of families and their relatives from different parts of the country who faced each other in a series of elimination rounds until only seven couples were left to participate in the grand final. The grand finals of this edition follow the same basic
concept as pinoy henyo grand finale: Intercollegiate Edition. Couples only need to guess three words in the shortest possible time to win the match. The only difference is that all the great finalists will get the same ten words from one category to make the game fairer. The pair with the fastest time and the most guessed
words wins the game. Siblings Jing Cubilla and Jian Cubilla of Barugo, Leyte won the competition. In 2011, this is the first season of the Pamilyang Pinoy Henyo series. Pinoy Henyo High: Alumni Edition (November 14, 2011 – March 24, 2012) offers a variety of high school graduates across the country who faced each
other in a series of elimination rounds until only six pairs were left to compete in the grand final. His grand finals are the same as in previous editions of Pinoy Henyo with a slight modification. Each pair receives the same ten words from two categories. One player is assigned one category, while another player is
assigned a different category. The pair with the fastest time and the most guessed words wins the game. Acoy San Francisco and Phina Corral of Panghulo National High School were the big winners of the big tournament. Cash prizes were awarded to the winning couple as well as their former high school. Pinoy Henyo
High: Alumni Edition is the first edition to be aired simultaneously with the next edition, Junior Pinoy Henyo. Pinoy Henyo High: Alumni Edition airs Monday through Friday, while Junior Pinoy Henyo airs Saturdays. The other 2011 Specials and Minor Editions 2012 Junior Pinoy Henyo (January 7, 2012 – June 2, 2012)
includes pairs of elementary school students from multiple private and public elementary schools who faced each other in a series of elimination rounds until only four couples are left to participate in the grand final. Compared to previous editions of Pinoy Henyo, a significant modification was made in the grand finale of
this edition. The game is not limited to just three words to win the game. Couples can guess as many words as they can in three minutes. The one who guesses the most words with the fastest time wins. The competition was won by Aubrey classmates Jane Ambrosio and Alyanna Cosme of Paco Catholic School. This
2012 edition is the first season of pinoy henyo junior series. Pinoy Henyo: Battle of the Champions (March 31, 2012) is a one-day special edition of Pinoy Henyo that restored the winning pairs of previous Pinoy Henyo editions: Intercollegiate Edition, 2011 Pamilyang Pinoy Henyo and 2011 Pinoy Henyo High: Alumni
Edition. The three pairs will face each other to find out who the ultimate Pinoy Henyo champion is. Couples receive the same set of ten words from two categories. Unlike the grand finals of previous editions, the game is not limited to just three words to win the game. Couples can guess as many words as they can in
three minutes. The one who guesses the most words with the fastest time wins. Jing Cubilla and Jian Cubilla of Pamilyang Pinoy Henyo were considered the ultimate champion of the competition. This is the first of two special episodes of Pinoy Henyo's Battle of the Champions, which aired in 2012. Pinoy Henyo :
Intercollegiate Edition (April 23, 2012 – Season 2) – Second Season Pinoy Henyo series edition. It includes pairs of students from various universities and universities across the country who faced each other in a series of elimination rounds until only eight pairs were left to compete in the grand final. In the grand final,
couples receive ten words. Five words are assigned to one player, and the remaining words are assigned to the other player. Couples can guess as many words as they can in three minutes. The players who count the most words with the fastest time win. Ninna Bonsol and Jeff Acala of the University of Sto. Tomas won
the competition. Pamilyang Pinoy Henyo (June 25, 2012 – January 19, 2013) plays for various family clans that have faced each other in a series of elimination rounds until only four pairs are in contention for the grand final. Unlike the grand finals of previous editions, Pamilyang Pinoy Henyo is the first and only edition
that has a points system implemented in the game. Players could guess as many words as possible from a set of ten words that came from any category. However, each word is worth a certain point from 1 to 3 points. The more difficult the word, the higher the point is worth. Wins the match of the pair with the most
points. Siblings Trix Despabiladeras and Harvey Despabiladeras of Quezon City won the competition. This 2012 edition is the second season of the Pamilyang Pinoy Henyo series. Pinoy Henyo: Battle of the Champions (July 7, 2012) is the second special edition of Pinoy Henyo Battle of the Champions, which brought
the winners of previous Pinoy Henyo editions: Intercollegiate Edition and 2012 Junior Pinoy Henyo. He also brought in 2011 winner Pamilyang Pinoy Henyo and first Masters champion Jing and Jian Cubilla. Three pairs will face each other to see if the two winners of the recently completed Pinoy Henyo edition can beat
the Cubilla family title as the ultimate champion. Unlike previous editions, ten words given to couples can come from any category. Couples can guess as many words as they can in three minutes. Which same pair guesses the most words with the fastest time wins the game. Once again, the undefeated pair of Jing
Cubilla and Jian Cubilla were considered two-time eventual champion of the competition. Pinoy Henyo High (October 6, 2012 – May 25, 2013) is the first edition of Pinoy Henyo. Part of Sayawan is cheerdance competition for pep branches of competing high schools. Pep's lineup of Francisco P. Felix Memorial National
High School was hailed as the big winner in the Sayawan grand final. Meanwhile, part of Pautakan is the traditional Pinoy Henyo word guessing tournament for high school couples. Cala Pautakan grand finals, couples receive only seven words, which should be guessed in two minutes. Players from each pair must take
turns guessing as many words as they can with the fastest time to win the game. Marie Idanan and Regie Anne Cabanting of Muntinlupa National High School won the tournament after guessing all seven words. Another 2012 Specials and Minor Editions by Pinoy Henyo: Special EditionAdd photo for this gallery 2013
Pinoy Henyo Inc. (January 21, 2013-April 6, 2013) features various pairs of colleagues from hundreds of companies across the country who faced each other in a series of elimination rounds until only five pairs were left to compete in the grand final. In the grand final, couples have to guess as many words as possible
from a given set of ten words that came from any category. Which one the pair guesses, the most words win the game. Win Abarro and Keri Tomas of Vocus Incorporated was hailed as the big winner of the competition. Super Pinoy Henyo (April 8, 2013 – August 2, 2013) is the daily edition of Pinoy Henyo. There are
three pairs of players every day. The pair who correctly guess the word with the fastest time will advance to the jackpot round. In the jackpot round, the winning pair receives a set of ten words from any category. Players must take turns guessing about three out of ten words in two minutes. Effective three-word guessing
makes the pair eligible to guess the Super Pinoy Henyo Word to win a bigger cash prize. Super Pinoy Henyo Word is an extremely difficult word that has not been used in previous editions of Pinoy Henyo or cannot be easily placed in common Pinoy Henyo categories. Examples of difficult words include anino and luha.
The winning pair have the opportunity to guess the Super Pinoy Henyo Word or just walk away with their current winnings. If the winning pair decide to advance to the final round, they risk losing half of their current winnings if they don't guess the hard word. If the winning pair successfully guesses the word, they can win
more than $100,000 ₱, which would more than double their current cash prize. This edition does not have a grand final. Junior Pinoy Henyo (August 3, 2013 – April 5, 2014) was the second edition of Pinoy Henyo, which was split into Sayawan and Pautakan after Pinoy Henyo High in 2012. It is also the second season of
pinoy henyo's junior series. Part of Sayawan is a dance competition for dance groups competing primary schools. The dance troupe of A. Montes 1 Primary School was hailed as the big winner in the Sayawan grand final. Meanwhile, part of Pautakan is the traditional Pinoy Henyo word guessing tournament for pairs of
elementary school students. In the Pautakan grand final, couples receive ten words to be guessed at Minutes. Both players must guess as many words as they can with the fastest time to win the match. Anne Barbin and Sophie Cabreros of Kapt. Jose Cardones Memorial Elementary School won the tournament after
guessing all ten words. Pamilyang Pinoy Henyo Nationwide (August 5, 2013 – February 10, 2014) is the third season of the Pamilyang Pinoy Henyo series. It contains various family clans that faced each other in the daily finals and then in the monthly finals, until only five pairs remained to participate in the grand final. In
the grand final, all couples receive the same set of ten words from each category. Players must guess as many words as possible within three minutes. The pair with the most words and the fastest time wins the competition. Ryan Tibay and Neomi Tibay of Lahug, Cebu City won the contest after guessing all ten words.
Other 2013 Super Pinoy Henyo Promotions and Minor Editions: Special EditionPamilyang Pinoy Henyo: Special EditionPamilyang Pinoy Henyo: Beauty Queens EditionPamilyang Pinoy Henyo Nationwide: Special Edition Photo Pamilyang Pinoy EditionAdd to this gallery 2014 Pusong Pinoy Henyo (February 11, 2014-
March 4, 2014) is the monthly Valentine's edition of Pinoy Henyo. This is the first season of the Pusong Pinoy Henyo series. There are various newlyweds who competed against each other in the daily rounds of the competition. Winners advance to the weekly finals every day to continue competing against each other.
Three weekly winners advance to the grand final of the competition. In the grand final, three pairs receive different sets of ten words from each category. Players must guess as many words as possible within three minutes. The pair with the most words and the fastest time wins the competition. Gobs and Thea Aswani
were declared the winning pair of the competition after guessing five words in 2 minutes and 41 seconds. They won 100,000 ₱ in cash. Pinoy Henyo Ang Lolo Ko! (March 5, 2014 – March 14, 2014) – Pinoy Henyo's nieturnie, featuring pairs of grandparents and grandchildren who competed against each other in daily
competitions. There are three pairs of players every day. The pair who correctly guess the word with the fastest time will advance to the jackpot round. In the jackpot round, the winning pair receives ten words from any category. Players must take turns guessing about three out of ten words in two minutes to win the
jackpot prize. This edition does not have a grand final. Pinoy Henyo Ang Lola Ko! (March 17, 2014 - May 19, 2014) is an edition of Pinoy Henyo featuring pairs of grandmothers and their grandchildren who competed against each other in daily rounds of competitions. Every day, the winners go through a series of
elimination rounds until only a few pairs remain to compete in the grand final of the competition. Zualosa and her granddaughter Krisya Zualosa from Sampaloc, Manila was hailed as the big winner of the competition, receiving ₱100,000 in cash. Inay Henyo (May 5, 2014 – May 10, 2014) is a special edition of Pinoy
Henyo on Mother's Day. The winners will then advance daily to the grand final, which will take place on Saturday of the same week. Inay Henyo is part of Eat Bulaga! s weekly campaign from global media communications company Havas Media Ortega in honor of Filipino mothers on Mother's Day. Inay Henyo is one of
the shortest tournament editions in the Pinoy Henyo segment. Dabarkads Pinoy Henyo (May 26, 2014 - September 27, 2014) contains different groups of friends from five members from across the country who faced each other in a series of qualifying rounds until only four groups are left to compete in the grand final. In
the grand final, both representatives from each group receive the same ten words that can come from each category. A group of friends whose representatives guess the most words wins the game. Team Cram was declared the winner of the competition after guessing six words. This is the first season of pinoy Henyo's
Dabarkads series. Pinoy Henyo High (November 8, 2014 – May 23, 2015) is the second season of the Pinoy Henyo High series. It is also the third edition of Pinoy Henyo, which will be divided into sayawan part and pautakan part. Part of Sayawan is a street dance competition for high school competing dance teams. The
San Carlos University - North Campus of Cebu City dance troupe was hailed as the big winner in the Sayawan grand final. Meanwhile, part of Pautakan is the traditional Pinoy Henyo word guessing tournament for high school couples. In the Pautakan grand final, couples receive the same set of ten words that must be
guessed within three minutes. Players must take turns guessing as many words as they can with the fastest time to win the match. Karen Canlas and Gerald Pamatian of St Vincent College of Cabuyao won the tournament after guessing nine words. Other 2014 Promotions and Minor Editions of Pinoy Henyo: Special
EditionAdd Photo for this gallery 2015 Pusong Pinoy Henyo (February 2, 2015-February 28, 2015) is the monthly Valentine's edition of Pinoy Henyo. This is the second season of the Pusong Pinoy Henyo series. There are various couples who competed against each other in the daily rounds of the competition. Every
day, the winners advance to the semi-finals to continue competing against each other. The four semi-finalists then advance to the grand final of the competition. In the grand final, four couples receive a healthy set of ten words from each category. Players need to take turns guessing as many words as possible within
three minutes. The pair with the most words and the fastest time wins the competition. Jan and Jamie Echano were considered the winning pair of the contest after guessing five words. Dabarkads Pinoy Henyo (March 2, 2015 -March 28, 2015) contains different groups of friends from five members from across the
country who faced each other in daily rounds and semifinals until only four groups are left to compete in the grand final. In the grand final, both representatives from each group receive the same set of ten words that can come from each category. A group of friends whose representatives guess the most words wins the
game. Wise Table was declared the winner of the contest after guessing six words. This 2015 edition is the second season of the Dabarkads Pinoy Henyo Batang Pinoy Henyo series (April 6, 2015 - June 12, 2015) is the first season of the Batang Pinoy Henyo series. It includes twenty pairs of children who are either
siblings or friends who faced each other in daily rounds and semi-finals until only a few pairs were left to compete in the grand final. In the grand final, the great finalists receive the same set of ten words that can come from each category. Players need to take turns to correctly guess as many words as possible within
three minutes. The pair with the most words and the fastest time wins the competition. Siblings Yasmien and Ydref Chan were announced as the big winners of Batang Pinoy Henyo's first season after guessing all ten words. Pinoy Henyo Ang Tatay Ko! (June 15, 2015 – June 19, 2015) is a week-long edition of Pinoy
Henyo on Father's Day featuring pairs of fathers and their children competing against each other in daily rounds of competitions. The winners will then advance daily to the grand final, which will take place on Friday of the same week. With just five episodes, Pinoy Henyo Ang Tatay Ko! is one of the shortest tournament-
themed editions in the Pinoy Henyo segment. It is the equivalent of last year's mother's day edition of Inay Henyo. 2016 Original Pinoy Henyo (May 21, 2016 – June 10, 2016) resumed in June 2016 after a one-year break in the segment. This is a non-topic edition in which ordinary participants are paired with celebrities
and other well-known personalities to play a word guessing game. Every day, three pairs of one star and one ordinary person have to guess the word in less than two minutes. The pair who finish the round with the fastest time are heading for the jackpot round. In the jackpot round, the winning pair will play again, taking
turns this time to correctly guess three out of ten words in three minutes. Since this edition is not an elimination tournament like previous editions, there are no grand finals. Pinoy Henyo Christmas Party (December 19 December 2016) is a weekly special Christmas edition as a way to promote and celebrate the signature
Eat Bulaga! Pinoy Henyo segment, which has successfully become a traditional game that is often played at filipino Christmas party. This Christmas edition follows the same concept and rules as the classic Pinoy Henyo. Each of the three pairs must guess a specific word in less than two minutes. Who has the fastest
time will advance to the jackpot round. The jackpot round contains the winning pair of ten words. The pair must guess three out of ten words to receive additional cash winnings. Since this edition is not an elimination tournament like previous editions, there are no grand finals. 2017 Once again, the classic Pinoy Henyo
(January 3, 2017 - March 6, 2017) was resumed at the beginning of the new year. Throughout the edition, different groups of five friends are invited to play word guessing and win cash prizes. Two representatives from each group will do a guessing game. Which one guesses the word with the fastest time to advance to
the jackpot round to earn extra cash wins. The winning pair will play again, this time for a change, to correctly guess three out of ten words in three minutes. This edition does not have a grand final. This non-themed edition uses the same logo as the 2016 theme. Batang Pinoy Henyo (March 20, 2017 – June 17, 2017) is
the second season of the Batang Pinoy Henyo series. It contains different groups of children who faced each other in daily rounds, semi-finals and qualifying rounds, until only six groups remained to compete in the grand finals. Each child group has three members. Two children are assigned to play the word guessing
game, while a third friend is placed with Henyo Robot to be pied on his face in case two other friends don't correctly guess the word. In the grand final, the great finalists receive the same set of ten words that can come from each category. Players need to take turns to correctly guess as many words as possible within
three minutes. The pair with the most words wins the contest. Foreignoy &amp; Pinoy Henyo (June 19, 2017 – June 29, 2017) features different pairs of one foreigner and a Filipino on The Noontime Show. A foreigner is automatically assigned as a guessing word, while a Filipino player is a responder. The pair who finish
the round with the fastest time are heading for the jackpot round. In the jackpot round, the winning pair will play again, taking turns this time to correctly guess three out of ten words in three minutes. Since this edition is not an elimination tournament like previous editions, there are no grand finals. Pinoy Henyo Christmas
Party (December 4, 2017 – Season 2 Special Christmas edition as a way to promote and celebrate the signature Eat Bulaga! Pinoy Henyo segment, which has successfully become a traditional game that is often played at filipino Christmas party. This Christmas edition follows the same concept and rules as the classic
Pinoy Henyo. Each of the three pairs must guess a specific word in less than two minutes. Who has the fastest time will advance to the jackpot round. The jackpot round contains the winning pair of ten words. The pair must guess three out of ten words to receive additional cash winnings. Since this edition is not an
elimination tournament like previous editions, there are no grand finals. Other special editions and minor 2017 Pinoy Henyo: Celebrity EditionAdd photo for this gallery 2018 Classic Pinoy Henyo (January 1, 2018 - February 5, 2018) was restored at the beginning of the new year just after the pinoy henyo christmas party
edition. This is a non-topic edition in which ordinary participants are paired with celebrities and other well-known personalities to play a word guessing game. Every day, three pairs of one star and one ordinary person have to guess the word in less than two minutes. Regardless of the pair, they will guess the word with
the fastest time to advance to the jackpot round to earn extra cash winnings. The winning pair will play again, this time for a change, to correctly guess three out of ten words in three minutes. There are no grand finals. The release also includes a new logo for the classic segment. Pinoy Henyo Kids (May 3, 2018 – July 4,
2018) is a reincarnation of the Batang Pinoy Henyo series for ages 8 and under, which, in addition to the traditional word-guessing game, offers a whole new interactive motion sensor challenge. In a group of three children, one child must play the catch game first to earn extra add or double their winnings. Two other
players must then play the word guessing game. Which group has the fastest time to advance to the jackpot round to earn extra cash prizes. 2020 Pinoy Henyo Online is an online edition of the classic game that was returned due to the COVID-19 pandemic. Due to social limitations of distancing, participants participated
remotely via zoom video conferencing. Their partners for the game can be one of the hosts present in the studio. Community content is available through CC-BY-SA, unless otherwise noted. Notice.
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